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Deadpool has become fixated on achieving the one thing that's always been beyond his reach:

death. Not an easy thing for an unkillable man to achieve, but that's not gonna stop him from trying.

but first, he must figure out the all-important question: how? What in the world can kill Deadpool? It

has to be big. It has to be powerful beyond description. It has to be ... green? Plus: Macho Gomez is

back! And this time, he's brought friends. His friends? Nope - Deadpool's friends. And every single

one of them has an axe to grind with our boy Wade for how he's treated them in the past. no, really -

they have axes! COLLECTING: Deadpool 36-39, Deadpool (1997) 4
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After going into space and stealing from Macho Gomez Macho gets everyone that Deadpool has

wronged together to get payback. Next he decides in order to die he will get The Incredible Hulk to

smash him beyond repair. However making the Hulk that angry is not a good idea. Even trying to

get himself killed and fighting so-called friends he has humor in him. There are A LOT of people

from his past in this story.

this volume is all about one thing, deadpool wants to die. but how? as you probably guessed from

the cover it involves the only marvel character more indestructible than himself and it is hilarious!

considering that this is a story of someone trying to get someone else to kill him it's insanely

light-hearted and is probably one of the best examples of deadpool being deadpool. I highly



recommend it.

The first part of the story is kind of boring and doesn't really add to the story only to awkwardly set

up the second half of the story. When we get to the main story it improves dramatically feeling very

much like a deadpool adventure with plenty of comedy and ridiculousness we have all come to love,

but it do's get a little awkward at the end. Pick up if a deadpool fan, if not you wouldn't be reading

this

Volume 8 delves more into Deadpool's mind (as scary as that sounds) and reveals a side of his

character that is not usually shown. It's still a hilarious, action-packed issue with all the usual

Deadpool one-liners and Marvel character cameos. Definitely worth a read.

If you love deadpool then I highly recommend that you read this graphic novel. I don't want to give

away the plot but it involves the hulk and it's awesome!

Loved it

Deadpool has become fixated on achieving the one thing that's always been beyond his reach:

death. Not an easy thing for an unkillable man to achieve, but that's not gonna stop him from trying.

but first, he must figure out the all-important question: how? What in the world can kill Deadpool? It

has to be big. It has to be powerful beyond description. It has to be ... green? Plus: Macho Gomez is

back! And this time, he's brought friends. His friends? Nope - Deadpool's friends. And every single

one of them has an axe to grind with our boy Wade for how he's treated them in the past. no, really -

they have axes! and when deadpool is looking for a way to die he ticks off the hulk hoping to make

him mad enough that when the hulk kills him there won't be anything left for him to regenerate back

from but first he has to save a daycare center full of people after his death match with the hulk drags

them right into the middle of town even with deadpool convincing the hulk to obliterate him into a red

bloody smear on the ground even the hulk is'nt strong enough to kill deadpool once and for all

because i mean if your really going after suicide then i guess the hulk is the guy to go to if your

healing factor won't let you die
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